
 

 

 

 

May 2017 Study Guide 

 

This guide accents the running game and associated enforcements. Running 

plays can have their own loose ball component and you will find questions  

involving those. Determining legal and illegal contact in the free blocking 

zone still is a need of focus.  In review of film around the state certain 

deficits in mechanics and rule applications persist. Concern is that wing 

officials are not concentrating on tackles or tight ends as blockers. Once the 

ball is snapped heads and eyes go elsewhere. Further, there are glaring 

violations of the free blocking zone involving defenders, not offensive 

linemen, but defenders taking out lead blockers below the waist. Much goes 

into the decision as to whether this is legal- who initiates contact, where, ball 

location. Other issues are illegal formations and deep judges still primarily 

spotting the end of the run downfield outside the two yard line.  

 

ERRORS AND QUESTIONS BEST OMMITTED: Study guides this year 

are a composite of questions submitted from associations around the state. 

As in every year some questions are better than others. In the end, some will 

likely be dropped either for content, subject repeated elsewhere, there is 

disagreement on the answer or the available answers are incorrect. Not to 

worry. Don’t panic, email, call or write. Just work thru the subject and take 

the easiest test imaginable in August since you have the questions and the 

answers.  For the record, all those submitting questions have privately 

repented of sins of whining, moaning, crying and subterfuge from previous 

years as they have learned how difficult this can be.  

 

ITEMS FOR CREW DISCUSSION 

 

A. MECHANICS CHALLENGE: Review as a crew the following 

mechanics: 

  1. The sweep mechanics-especially offside support, Umpire  

                         movement and who has the spot downfield 

  2. Discuss the management of the middle run. 

  3. Discuss the free blocking zone- what is legal an illegal 

  4. Goal line mechanics at the pylon on a run 

 

B. RULES CHALLENGE: Review as a crew the free blocking zone-all  

aspects- who is in or out, definition of a lineman, legal and illegal contact 

examples and how the shotgun (spread for you older guys) formation 

changes action in the zone.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

51.  Team A 2/6 at A39 yard line. A12 takes the snap and pitches back to  

       A33 who is first contacted by B52 at the A48 in an arm tackle with the  

       face mask grabbed.  B52 maintains contact with A33 and grasping his  

       face mask but does not twist or turn it. A33 is then driven backwards  

       out of bounds at the A47 but not taken to the ground. Which  

       statement is TRUE: 

  A.  Team A ball 1/10 at the B48. Clock starts on the ready.  

  B.  Team A ball 1/10 at the B48. Clock starts on the snap.  

  C.  Team A ball 1/10 at the B47. Clock starts on the ready.  

  D. Team A ball 1/10 at the B47. Clock starts on the snap.  

 

52.  Team A 3/8 at the B14. A12 throws a pass to A81 who secures the ball  

       while airborne over the EZ. B24 contacts A81 while airborne, driving  

       the receiver back towards the playing field, and both  A81 and B24 fall  

       to the ground at the B1. Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. 1/goal for Team A at the B1. The clock starts on the ready. 

  B. 1/goal for Team A at the B1. Clock starts on the snap. 

  C.  Touchdown for A.  

 

53.  1/10 for Team A at the B46 yard line. A88, A74, A65, A51,A62, A75  

       and A80 are on the LOS. A12 is under center and backs A32 and A33  

       lined up behind A12 in an I formation. Wing back A38 is   

       between A75 and A80 and is breaking the plane of the waistline of  

       A75 with both his feet and helmet. Team A runs the ball to the B34 and  

       is tackled inbounds.  

  A.  1/10 for Team A at the B34. Clock starts on the ready for  

                           play.  

  B.  1/10 for Team A at the B34. Clock starts on the snap.  

  C. 1/15 for Team A at the A49. Clock starts on the ready for  

                          play.  

  D.  1/15 for Team A. Clock starts on the snap.  

 

54.  2/7 for Team A at the B44. A88, A74, A65, A51, A62, A75 and A80 are  

       on the LOS. A12 is under center, A51. Defensive lineman B76 is head  

       up on A62. At the snap A51 engages B76 with open palms in the chest  

       while A62 contacts B76 with the shoulder at the thigh. The blocks are at  

       the LOS and are simultaneous. Runner A30 runs to the B40 and is  

       downed. Which statement is TRUE: 



 

 

 

 

  A. Illegal chop block. 2/22 at the A41. Clock starts on the snap. 

  B. Illegal chop block. 2/22 at the A41. Clock on the ready for  

                         play. 

  C. Legal block. 3/3 at the B40.  

 

55.  4/6 for Team K at the R40. Team K is in scrimmage kick formation  

       using the numbering exception. K24 is the snapper. While punt is  

       airborne, R32 gives a valid fair catch signal at the R18. The punt sails  

       over the head of R32 and hits at the R14 and is rolling toward the EZ.     

       While rolling but not yet breaking the plane of the goal line R32 blocks       

       K23 at the R18 yard line. Team K grounds the punt at the R4 yard line.   

       Which statement is TRUE: 

   

  A. Illegal block by R32. Half the distance to the goal line from  

                         the R18. Team R 1/10 at the R9.  

  B. Illegal block by R32. 15 yard penalty from the previous  

                         spot. 1/10 for Team K at the R25 yard line.  

  C. Legal block. Team R ball 1/10 at the R4.  

  D. Illegal block. Penalty half the distance to the goal from the  

                         end the kick-R4 yard line. 1/10 for R at the R2 yard line.  

 

56. Team A 3/11 from A16 yard line. Clock is running. Quarterback A17 is  

      tackled for a loss inbounds at the A9. No pass attempt is made. A17 is  

      just not very athletic. During the play B55 holds A87 at the A25 yard  

      line. Which statement is FALSE: 

  A. The basic spot is the A9 yard line 

  B. The next play will be Team A possession, 3/1 from the A26  

                         yard line.  

  C. Clock starts on the ready for play.  

 

57. Team A 4/8 from A45 yard line. In the shotgun formation the snap is  

      fumbled by the QB. Offensive lineman A71 picks up the ball and runs  

      for a touchdown. Officials should allow this score.  

  A. True 

  B. False 

 

58. Team A 2/goal from B6 yard line. Clock is running. Runner A34 fumbles  

      at the B1 yard line. B57 recovers the ball in EZ and attempts to advance  

      but is downed in the EZ. During the run by B57 teammate B29 blocks    

      below the waist at the B6 yard line. Which statement is TRUE: 



 

 

 

 

  A. Team B possession, 1/10 from the B20 yard line, clock on  

                          the snap. 

  B. Team A may accept the penalty and score a safety 

  C. Team B possession, 1/10 at the B3 yard line. Clock starts on  

                          the snap.  

  D.  Team B possession, 1/10 from the B10 yard line. Clock on  

                          the snap.  

 

59. Team A 3/7 at the B49 yard line. Clock is running. A23 carries the ball  

      to the B45 and runs out of bounds. During the run A72 holds B65 at the  

      A49 yard line. AFTER enforcement which statement is TRUE: 

  A. Team A 3/13 from the A45 yard line 

  B. Team A 3/19 from the A39 yard line  

  C. Clock starts on the ready.  

 

60.  Team A 2/4 from the A33 yard line. Clock will start on the snap. Team A  

       in the shotgun formation with A13 taking the direct snap and running to  

       the A40 yard line and is tackled in bounds.  After the snap, tackle A67  

       takes a step, hesitates briefly, then cuts a charging defensive end B64  

       below the waist at the LOS.  Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. Team A 1/10 at the A40 yard line. Clock on the ready for  

                         play. 

  B. Team A 2/19 from the A18 yard line. Clock on the ready.  

  C. Legal block  

  D. Team A 2/14 from the A23. Clock on the will start on the  

                          ready.  

 

61.  4/goal from the B8 yard line. During a run towards the EZ A60 commits  

       holding prior to the runner crossing the goal line in the EZ.  After the  

       play is completed B83, the player held, retaliates with a dead ball  

       personal foul by pushing A60 in the back and to the ground.  The  

       penalties are administered. Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. Team A 4/goal from the B5. 

  B. Team A 4/goal from the B9 

  C. Team A, 1/10 from the B9 

  D. Team B, 1/10 from the B4 

 

62.  Team A 1/10 from the 50 yard line. Ball carrier A34 runs ten yards  

       downfield and fumbles at the B40. While the ball is loose, B57 grasps  

       the face mask of A34 and twists it in an attempt to recover the loose  



 

 

 

 

       ball. This occurs at the B38 yard line. Team B recovers the ball at the  

       B35 yard line. The penalty is accepted. Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. Team B, 1/10 at the B20 yard line. 

  B. Team A, 1/10 at the B20 yard line. 

  C. Team A, 1/10 at the B25 yard line. 

  D. Team A, 1/10 at the B23 yard line.  

 

63.  Team A 3/20 from the 50 yard line. A14 throws a forward pass that is  

       caught behind the LOS by A22 who runs downfield and is tackled at the  

       B36 yard line. During the run A75 holds B55 at the B35 yard line. The  

       penalty is administered. Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. Team A, 3/30 from the A40 yard line because it was a loose  

                          ball play. 

  B. Team A, 3/15 from the B45 yard line because the penalty is  

                         administered from the B35.  

  C. Team A, 3/16 from the B46 because the penalty is  

                         administered from the B36. 

  D. Team A, 3/20 from the 50 yard line because the penalty is \       

                         administered from the B40. 

 

64.  Team K 4/10 from the K40. R30 catches the punt at the R20 and begins  

       his return. R44 blocks K80 out of bounds using legal contact. While  

       K80 remains in contact with R44 out of bounds he reaches through the  

       sideline and tackles R30 at the R35 yard line. Which statement is  

       TRUE: 

  A. Team R 1/10 from the 50 yard line because of illegal  

                          participation by K80.  

  B. Team R 1/10 from the R35 yard line 

  C. Team K 4/25 from the K25 because of illegal participation  

                         during a loose ball play.  

 

65.  Team A 3/6 from the B15 yard line. Ball carrier A11 fumbles at the B6  

       yard line when being horse-collar tackled by B40. A65 recovers the ball  

       at the B2 yard line and advanced into the EZ for an apparent  

       touchdown. Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. Team A must decline the penalty to keep the score. 

  B. If Team A accepts the penalty they will have possession  

                         1/goal from the B3 yard line. 

  C. If Team A accepts the penalty they will have possession  

                         1/gol from the B1 yard line.  



 

 

 

 

  D. If Team accepts the penalty the score counts and they will  

                         have the option of accepting the penalty on the try or  

                         subsequent kickoff.  

 

66.  Team A 1/10 from the A30 yard line. A10 muffs the snap. While the ball  

       is loose B88 is flagged for a personal foul at the A33 yard line. A65  

       picks up the loose ball at the A26 yard line and runs it to the A40 where  

       he fumbles while being tackled by the face mask by B96. The ball rolls  

       out of bounds at the A45 yard line. Which statement is FALSE: 

  A. If Team A accepts the personal foul penalty on B88 they will  

                         have possession 1/10 form the A45 yard line.  

  

  B. If Team A accepts the face mask penalty oon B96 they will  

                         have possession 1/10 on the B45 yard line. 

  C. If Team A declines both penalties they will have possession  

                         1/10 from the A45 yard line.  

  D. If Team A accepts the face mask penalty on B96 they will  

                         have possession 1/10 from the B40 yard line.  

 

67.  Team A 1/10from the B20 yard line. A12 takes the snap under center,  

        pivots and hands the ball backwards to right tackle A65 who runs a  

        sweep. This is legal.  

  A. True 

  B. False 

 

68.  Team A 2/5 from the B12 yard line. Ball carrier A10 runs to the B6 and  

       fumbles the ball into the EZ where it is recovered by A50. During the  

       loose ball A35 blocks B23 in the back at the B3 yard line. Which  

       statement is TRUE: 

  A. If Team B accepts the penalty it will 2/6 for Team A from the  

                         B13 yard line. The clock will start on the ready.  

  B. If team B accepts the penalty it will be 2/9 for Team A from  

                         the B16 yard line. The clock will start on the snap.  

  C. If Team B accepts the penalty it will be 2/3 for Team A from  

                         the B10 yard line. The clock will start on the snap.  

  D. If Team B accepts he penalty it will be 2/9 for Team A from  

                         the B16 yard line. The clock will start on the ready.  

 

69.  Team A 3/5 from the A47 yard line. Ten seconds remain in the first half.  

       Ball carrier A21 is tackled by the facemask inbounds. After enforcement  



 

 

 

 

       three seconds remain. If the clock is properly started on the ready and  

       time expires prior to the next snap Team A is entitled to an untimed  

       down. 

  A. True  

  B. False 

 

70. Team A 3/3 on the A45 yard line. On a running play defensive lineman  

      B56 is held by A50 who grabs and restricts B56 at the LOS. Ball carrier  

      A24 passes B56 who trips the runner who goes down at the A49 yard  

      line. Which statement is TRUE: 

  A. The fouls offset. Down must be replayed. 

  B. 3/13 for Team A from the A35 yard line 

  C. Team A declines B56 penalty for tripping. It is 1/10 for Team  

                         A from the A39.  

 

71.  Team A 3/10 on the A37 yard line. Passer A2 drops back into the pocket  

       under heavy pressure. B80 hold receiver A89 at the B48 yard line. A2 is  

       tackled by the face mask at the A27 yard line. Which statement is  

       TRUE:  

  A. Team A 1/10 from the B2 

  B. Team A ball 1/10 from the A47 

  C. Team A 1/10 from the A42 

  D. Team A 3/5 from the A42 

 

72.  Team A 3/goal from the B5 yard line. Three seconds remain in the  

       fourth quarter. The score is B-17 and A-10. B82 grabs and twists A65  

       face mask in an effort to reach ball carrier A34 who scores a  

       touchdown. Time expires during the down. Team A may chose to  

       enforce the face mask penalty on the try or in possible overtime.  

  A. True  

  B. False 

 

73.  Team A 1/10 from the A26 yard line. Ball carrier A2 runs to the B26  

       where he is downed. During the run A17 blocks B25 in the back at the  

       B36 yard line. Team B accepts the penalty. Which statement is TRUE:  

  A. Team A 1/10 from the B36 yard line. 

  B. Team A 1/10 from the B46 yard line 

  C. Team A 1/20 from the A16 yard line 

  D. Team A 1/10 from the B49 yard line 

 



 

 

 

 

74. Offensive lineman A57 immediately after the snap blocks B79 below the  

      waist. There was no delay. B79 was on the LOS at the snap and directly  

      opposite A57. The ball was snapped in the shotgun formation. This is a  

      legal block.  

  A. True  

  B. False 

 

75. Flanker A12 goes in motion and at the snap is two yards deep in the  

      backfield behind the right guard. The quarterback is under center. A12  

      blocks B54, who was on the LOS at the snap, below the waist while the  

      ball is still in the free blocking zone. This is legal contact.  

  A. True  

  B. False 

  

 


